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president’s podium
As you read this edition, I ask you to reflect on the high
standard of our newsletter when compared to publications
from clubs with many more members and resources at their
disposal. Achieving this standard is, in no small part, due to
the ongoing effort of our Editor, Garry Williams, and his
proof reader Jo.
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members may not necessarily represent the
views of BMWOR of NZ. Publication of all
material is subject to the Ed itor's discretion.
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I have mentioned in the last few newsletters that Garry is
stepping aside from the Executive team. Garry has enjoyed
his time as Editor but after six years in the role, and his
previous years as Secretary, Garry needs a break. While we
all wish him well, we nevertheless have a problem on our
hands. Who will be our next Editor? Could it be you; and if
not why not? For without an Editor, what you will likely receive as a newsletter in
February may well not amount to much more than an A4 sheet put together by me.
This of course cannot be allowed to happen. It’s up to someone to step up and take
on the Editor’s role if members are to retain and enjoy a standard of newsletter we
have grown accustomed to, and the earlier the better. If it’s you thinking about it,
give Garry a ring now on (03) 312 8204 to discuss what is involved.
It’s a time of renewal too with Area Rep vacancies to fill. Barry (Otago/Southland),
Warren and Lex (Canterbury) and Ross (Marlborough) are taking time out after
many years representing their respective areas. Each is only too willing to advise
any member who will take up the challenge of filling the roll of Area Rep in these
regions. It offers the opportunity to meet many more members within the Club and
to put into practice new ideas and initiatives that you’d bring to the role. There’s a
guide book for Area Reps on the Club’s website, which I am sure will be of great
assistance to you. Have a chat to Barry, Warren, Lex or Ross for further information
regarding the role of Area Rep, or give me a ring if you prefer.
One of our goals last year was to extend a vote to members who cannot make it to
the AGM. The reason we went to great lengths to make constitutional changes in
2012 was to remove the inconsistency where alternatives were not able to be made
available and voting rights were denied with members needing to be present at the
time a vote was taken.
The Executive team considered the options to extend the vote and it really boiled
down to two; voting by mail or voting by proxy. Voting by mail is a big trade-off;
giving up the benefits of discussion and debate in favour of simply giving all
members an opportunity to vote. Also, we’d have to confirm that each vote is from a
member who’s entitled to vote, and we’d have to be able to ensure that each
member’s vote could remain secret. Both are only accomplished by providing for a
dual-envelope return system along with a special procedure for opening and
counting ballots. The extra expense and effort involved doesn’t justify applying a
vote by mail.
So, members not attending the AGM in Nelson will be able to vote by proxy if they
wish to do so. Basically this means giving somebody a power of attorney to cast a
vote for you. The intent in using proxy votes at this AGM is for matters of national
significance such as changing the constitution or electing Executive members.
Details of how to use a proxy vote and the form that you will need to fill out for the
Secretary will be available within the December/January newsletter. I’d like to stress
that while proxy voting is a useful tool (even when handled correctly) it’s an
imperfect substitute for attending an AGM.
If you’re standing for any of the Executive positions this year, how about sending a
brief bio and a photo to David at secretary@bmwor.org.nz by 15 November so it can
be published in the next newsletter? This will help members in deciding who they
will be voting for.
I will be standing as incumbent in the President’s role and, with your support, look
forward to working with the Executive in 2014/15.
As always, wheels down and feet up!
Peter
Cover: As sure as night follows day, so the Adventure follows the new R 1200 GS. The
2014 arrival of the new BMW R 1200 GS Adventure marks the start of the next chapter
in the success story of the large, boxer-engined GS models that extends back over more
than 30 years. Standard specification for the Australiasian market is yet to be confirmed
and pricing will be announced closer to launch, availability in Australia is expected
around March/April 2014. More on this page 13. Photo courtesy of BMW Motorrad.
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BMW Owners Register Risk Management Plan
Introduction:
The BMW Owners Register is an organisation whose members join together for rides to
nominated venues and for other social occasions. The organiser nominates the destination
and regrouping stages along the way, but otherwise has no influence upon the way that riders
behave on the road. There is no element of organised competition in the rides.
Riding Code:
1. All register members on register rides shall do so as ind ividuals responsible for their own
safety and shall take into account the safety of others they encounter on the ride.
2. Register members are responsible for ensuring that their motorcycles are in a safe and legal
cond ition, the minimum being to Warrant of Fitness standards.
3. Riders, pillions, and sidecar passengers where required, shall have as a minimum Standards
New Zealand approved motorcycle helmets, and stout footwear, gloves and clothing that will
be capable of protecting their body in the event of a mishap.
4. Register members are to go to the aid of any others suffering a mishap.

5. Ride organisers shall nominate the destination for the ride as well as any regrouping locations
or other stops. The organiser is not responsible for other riders’ behaviour or safety.
6. Riders shall ride at a speed and in a way that is comfortable for them. Do not ride outside your
personal comfort envelope.
7. If a rider is unfamiliar with the route, they shall arrange to follow another rider who does know
the way and who travels at a comfortable pace.
8. Riders who decide to travel as a group shall adopt a staggered riding formation such that
there is an accepted following distance to the rider immediately in front. A reasonable following
distance is ind icated by a time of two seconds between riders for dry conditions, and longer for
inclement conditions and on loose surfaces.
9. The Organiser and or the Register are not responsible for participants’ safety, and all
participants participate at their own risk. All participants are aware that they are travelling on
open public roads and are responsible for their own safety and compliance with all Road Rules
and Laws.

events calendar
bmwor national events

bmwor area events

Annual Rally 2014: Friday 17 - Monday
20 January at the Tahuna Beach Holiday
Park, Nelson. Early accommodation
bookings essential, see page 5. Rally
registration form on page 21.

Please note that rides start at varying
times and/or places. Read the event notices
carefully and, if in doubt, contact the Area
Rep (details on rear cover) or ride organiser
(if noted) for assistance. On most rides
there is a rider briefing 5 minutes prior to
departure, at which point riders are
expected to be ready to go with bikes
fuelled and bladders empty.

other events
BRONZ Ride Right, Ride Safe. A great
way to get to know your new bike. Usually
3rd Sunday of the month at the Whenuapai
Airbase. Contact Peggy on (09) 638-9227
or Finn on (09) 625-5533 for details.
Learners - Rider Training & Basic Skills
Testing for learner l icense, Thursday
evenings @ A.M.C.C Club's premises in
Ellerslie. For bookings and information
contact: Craig (09) 444 6261

Every effort is made to ensure that details
of events are correct at the time of printing.
Please
check
the
website
(www.bmwor.org.nz)
for
current
information on events or contact the local
Area Rep if you have any questions.

auckland
Monday 11 November - Meeting at the
Vintage Car Club from 7:30 pm. Surprise
night, more details to come. Great tea,
coffee and cakes put on by Sue Sargent.
Good company with lots of happy people,
all welcome.
Sunday 17 November - Lunch ride to
Coroglen leaving BP Southern Motorway at
9:30 am! Meet at 9:00 am. A good gravel
option available. All welcome. Details
posted on the Forum. RIC - Tony O’Connor/
Peter Zink.
Sunday 8 December - Auckland
Christmas BBQ at Malcolm and Sue
Sargent’s Ranch. Details later.

bay of plenty
Sunday 17 November – Club ride to
Coromandel town. Please contact the Area
Rep for meeting venue and time if you are
attending.
Saturday 30 November – Social evening
at Mary and Doug Kerr’s home, 30b Ocean
Beach Road, Mount Maunganui from 6:00
pm. The usual “bring a plate and drinks”
and don’t forget a gold coin for the donation
at the door. As this is our Christmas event,
could you each bring a $5.00 “Secret
Santa” gift to add to the occasion. Look
forward to seeing you all there.

taranaki
Sunday 24 November - Ride to Raetihi (by
special request from a road bike rider no
less) via Whanganui River Road. There’s a
short gravel section between Jerusalem
and Pipiriki, other than that it is all sealed a truly spectacular road! Leaving Windsor
Café, Inglewood at 8:00 am. See you there.

rangitikei
Sunday 10 November - Gentle Annie via
Hawkes Bay. Assemble at Caltex
Fitzherbert Avenue at 9:30 am. RIC Robin
(06) 355 0911.
Tuesday 26 November - Ride n Dine at
Rangoli Restuarant, Levin from 7:30pm.

bmw owners register newsletter
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welcome
A warm welcome to our new members
this month.
Laurie and Yvonne Hope - Motueka
Richard Harvey - Upper Hutt
We hope you’ll take part in many of your
local and national events. Your Area Rep
will be pleased to introduce you to other
members in your area.

Tahunanui Beach - January 17-19
Registration for the Annual Rally closes on Saturday 16 November.
Ride Programme
Our ride programme commences at 9.30 am Saturday and includes:

♦
♦
♦

Golden Bay - Farewell Spit lookout and back via the Pohara Café for lunch
St Arnaud/Lake Rotoiti including lunch at the Lakes Festival
As much gravel as you could want SW Nelson/Motueka with a café lunch

Then on Sunday from 11.00 am:

♦ Marahau via Kohatu,Tapawera returning via Kaiteriteri and the Ruby Bay Café
for lunch
♦
♦

Our monthly newsletter is an open forum
for all members. If you fancy having a
story (and photos) published about your
ride, the rebuild of your bike, a book you
might have read or a movie you have
seen lately, or just want to get something
off your chest about how the club is
going, then get in touch with the Editor
no later than the 15th day of the month
preceding publication. We welcome your
contribution.

Experience Motorcycles
Swap Meet
Join us for New Zealand’s biggest BMW
Bike Swap Meet!!!

History tour of Nelson/Motueka with a café Lunch

Experience Motorcycles

NE Nelson gravel ride including public and forestry roads. Take a picnic lunch

625 New North Road
Kingsland
Auckland

You are welcome to take a picnic on any of the rides.
Nelson has some of the best roads in New Zealand. We are looking forward to
showing you our favourite rides offering a great variety of countryside.
The History Ride is one for riders interested in the quirks and events of the past. It
will be a collection of short rides between interesting ‘stop and investigates’
Note: the later Sunday start time is to accommodate the Gymkhana. Winning the
Gymkhana will be achievable for all motorcycles/riders!
Events Programme (see full programme on page 16)
We have the usual Annual Rally events planned such as the Concours de Elegance,
Gymkhana, Raffle and Rally Dinner. But wait, there’s more – we have surprises
planned too, things to learn, things to see and do.

November 2nd - open 9: 00 am until 2:00
pm.
Show and shine competition starting at
1:00 pm - judging at 3:00 pm.
Prizes for ‘best on the day’ and ‘furthest
travelled’ competitor.
Second hand parts on a “make an offer”
basis, so bring along any unwanted parts
or sell your bike, its FREE!

Accomodation

Sausage sizzle and refreshments
provided.

The Tahunanui Holiday Park still has cabin accomodation available. If you are wanting
ensuite facilities these motels have walkway access to the camp:

For any other information contact Daniel
on (09) 845 5950.

♦
♦
♦
♦

See you there

Arrow Motel - www.arrowmotel.co.nz
Courtesy Court Motel - www.courtesycourt.co.nz
Arcadia Motel - www.arcadianelson.co.nz

Fountain Resort Motel - www.fountainresort.co.nz (just a short walk away).
For help with your registration email Dave Oldershaw at wellington@bmwor.org.nz
For all other enquiries contact Revti and Sue at nelson@bmwor.org.nz
Sunday 8 December - Christmas BBQ at
Bason Botanical Reserve, Wanganui
starting at 11:30 am. Lance and Heather
(06) 345 6607.

east coast
Last Tuesday of the month - Monthly
gathering at the Puketapu Hotel, 679
Puketapu Road, Puketapu from 6:30 pm
onwards.
Sunday 10 November – Lunch at Bridge
Café, Ballance (formerly Beyond the
Bridge). Meet at Caltex Omahu for a 9:30
bmw owners register newsletter

am departure. We will stop for smoko on
the way. Further information from Norm on
(06) 877 3383.
Sunday 8 December – Barbecue at Dan
and Rosemary’s, Onga Onga Road. Details
later.

wellington
Sunday 3 November - Ride to Bridge Café,
Ballance (formerly Beyond the Bridge).
Meet at Caltex Rimutaka for a 10:00am
departure. RIC Peter Tibbs.
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Sunday 8 December - Wellington to join
Rangitikei for a Christmas BBQ at Bason
Botanical Reserve, Wanganui. Meet at BP
Mana for a 9:00 am departure. RIC Dave
Oldershaw (04) 477 6773.

nelson
Sunday 10 November - Ride to Ariki
Rapids. Meet at Three Brothers Corner,
Richmond at 10:00 am.

canterbury
Sunday 10 November - Saint Arnaud via
sealed road then back through the Rainbow
Road to Hanmer Springs for a beer. Depart
Nor’wester Café, Amberley at 9.00 am.
Lead rider: Warren and Lex.
Sunday 24 November - Brunch ride to
Hororata Café. Meet at café 10:30 am.
november 2013

area reports
auckland
Twenty two of us enjoyed spectacular Far
North spring weather over Friday,
Saturday and Sunday of the first weekend
in October. The occasion was a social
gathering based at the Opononi Hotel on
the shores of the beautiful Hokianga
Harbour. We‘d pretty well booked out the
hotel accommodation with the rest of the
group using the motel units at the back of
the hotel.
The majority opted for the back road
route from Auckland via SH16 then
through
Maungatoroto,
Oakleigh,
Maungatapere, Kaikohe and Opononi
using less travelled back country roads.
Not having been on the Kaikohe back
road for a while, it was really noticeable
just how many farms have been
converted to dairy units. At least a lot of
them they have constructed stock
tunnels under the road, if they hadn’t
there would have been thousands of
stock crossing the roads twice a day.
From a road user’s point of view the
Resource Management Act is working
well.
Friday evening (and most of the
afternoon) was spent on the front patio of
the hotel with the Opononi wharf and
beach across the road. What a great view
over the harbour to the sand dunes and
rolling hills of the Far North, and hardly a
breath of wind.
On Saturday most of us opted for
breakfast at Rawene taking over the café
deck which overhangs the harbour. We
enjoyed a really neat time watching the
terns swooping to and fro then dropping
down to pluck sprats from the water
before returning to their perches on the
boats moored offshore.
Terry Ellis-Smith

Rawene Ferry

bay of plenty
October’s ride saw six bikes with seven
people on the ride to Café Larte in Acacia
Bay near Taupo. The day was perfect with
bright overcast conditions and dry roads,
ideal for a little spring frivolity. Once we
got over the Kaimai Range it was great
back roads all the way there and back.
As motorcyclists we really are spoilt in
New Zealand with a great choice of roads
and scenery up for grabs. Barely a vehicle
passed us most of the way there and
back! Actually, when I stop and think
about it, this is often the case, so you can
understand why a lot of fun can be had on
a motorcycle in this country.
Kathy and Mark Roberts hosted our
social night in October and did an
excellent job with the food and drinks;
thanks guys! Unfortunately most people
had other engagements that night so the

Auckland’s Bring and Buy
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numbers were small this time around. As
you will see in the events section,
November’s social is to be held at the very
end of the month. The idea is to make it
our Christmas function, keeping well
away from that crazy time of year.
Finally, I would like to organise a few more
weekends away and am looking for more
gravel roads to explore. These trips would
involve only a Saturday night stopover
and I would like to keep the numbers to
between 6 or 8 people. I wouldn’t
recommend road bikes or even pillion
riders unless you are very experienced on
gravel. If you are keen to be involved,
please let me know as I would appreciate
your input and ideas to make it happen.
Peter Lyner

Auckland members relaxing at the Opononi Hotel
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taranaki
By gum, I’ve done it at last! After three
attempts, we finally managed to get to
Hunterville. I was unable to attend the first
ride I organised, the second was blown
away (literally) and I was beginning to
wonder if the ride was jinxed. Fortunately I
am not a superstitious fellow and kept
trying. And, on the third attempt, the
weather looked good, there were a few
keen followers so off we went.
Now, as any keen biker knows, the road
between New Plymouth and Wanganui is
not the most exciting road in New
Zealand, however, it has to be done. The
problem with riding unexciting roads is
that the mind wanders, and here is where
mine went.
In New Zealand, all main roads have a
beginning and an end. The beginning is at
one end and the end is at the other end.
Following me so far? Good, because it
gets more complicated. Every road has a
left side and a right side. These are
opposite to each other but they never
change sides. If you are travelling from
the start of the road towards the end you
are on the left-hand side of the road.
However, if you are travelling from the end
of the road towards the start you are on
the right-hand side of the road. Confused
yet?
So, I hear you ask, how do you know
which side of the road you are on? Simple
really, read the numbers! Ever wondered
what all those marker pegs with a number
and a slash then another number are or
what those numbers on the sign at the
end of bridges or major culverts mean?
What does ERP mean and why do they
stick it on so many signs?
First the simple bit. The signs are on the
left hand side of the road. So as you pass
a sign, if it is on your left you are travelling
towards the end of the road, if it’s on your
right you are travelling on the right hand
side of the road heading towards the
start. ERP is Exact Route Position and is a
surveyed mark.
Go to Google Earth and look at the
roundabout at Cape Reinga, you will see
an ERP sign with the following
information, the State Highway number
(in this case 1) and the number 0. That
peg marks the start of State Highway 1.
There is far more to this convoluted train
of thought, but fortunately we had
reached Wanganui and my brain could
have a rest.
We met two Wanganui members at the
Dublin Street Z Station and then headed
out to Fordell via the Number 2 line
(nothing to do with the above ramblings).
This route to Hunterville takes in part of
the Whangaehu River Valley and also
Turakina
Valley
before
entering
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Final meeting point at BP Mana before the briefing for the ride through the Wellington CBD to
Weta Workshop by Wellington Area Rep and ride guide Dave Oldershaw
Hunterville via Ongo Rd. It is an excellent
motorcycle route and one in which it pays
to keep your mind on the job.

being the only rider who turned up for
Neville’s ride, and for offering to take us
on a Mike Hyde ride experience next year.

We were joined at Hunterville by
members from the south (Rangitikei) for a
shared meal. It is always a bonus being
able to catch up with members from other
areas. It was something that was
supposed to happen more regularly but
somehow got lost in the rush. However,
the National Rally is coming up so that
will allow members to meet and greet,
swap tales of greatness and ride bikes.

The meals were good, prices reasonable
and wait staff attentive. To round off their
meal, Peter and Anne (Truter) ordered a
chocolate fondue. They had a lot of
envious glances as they dipped their
pieces of fruit into molten chocolate.

We rode home via Mt Curl. Last time I
took a group through here I discovered, to
my horror, about three kilometres was
unsealed. I made an effort to go round this
section to get to Makuhou Road, only to
discover about 5 kilometres of road
works! Never mind.
We said goodbye to our Wanganui friends
at Wanganui and headed home for a well
earned rest.
It was good riding, good food and
excellent company, a day well spent!
Colin Lister

rangitikei
When I walked into the Sage Café in
Feilding on 24 September a good 10
minutes early there was a group already
installed around the table. The group
grew until we had one of the bigger
musters for some time. Grant M was the
only biker, despite the damp road outside.
Rob G had to exit for family reasons after
quickly greeting everyone and receiving
the September Marmalade Award for
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Wanganui held an inaugural Motorcycle
Awareness Day in the Memorial Hall on
28 September. BMWOR was assigned a
space for a stand. David T (Secretary)
sent us a banner to hang on the wall. We
were represented by Barry H, Neville P
and Mike D. The planning group is
thinking of holding another one in two
year’s time.
Weta Workshops was offered for the 13
September monthly ride. It was quickly
oversubscribed. Rider in Charge, Don
Cross, writes:
“When Lance took over as area rep for
Rangitikei he asked for assistance in
organising events. When I saw a tour of
Weta workshops was planned I put up my
hand to be organiser. All it took was a few
phone calls and some emails and we
were all set. We had the option of a visit to
the retail outlet or the $20.00 per head
visit to the behind the scene workshop
tour. The interest was so good that I made
a reservation for 20 for the paid tour.
The days leading up to the ride were not
very promising as it looked like rain and
gale force winds. However Sunday turned
out perfect for a ride.
Our numbers were gathered from all
areas of the Rangitikei; from Wanganui,
Palmerston North and Levin with

november 2013

In no time our tour was finished and from
the comments made everyone enjoyed
the day. If you are from outside Wellington
we would recommend this is one place to
visit.”
Robin Wood (our Treasurer) has asked for
volunteers to be traffic management
outriders for the pushbike races in
Manawatu 29 January to 2 February.
Please contact him (06 355 0911) with
any offers of help. He says you get some
exciting motorcycling and have a load of
fun.
By the time you read this our first ride ‘n’
dine at the Rathole in Bulls on 29
October will be done and we’re looking
forward to our ride over the Gentle Annie
on 10 November.
Lance Nixon

east coast
The Hawke’s Bay region, like a lot of the
country, had been battered by high winds
and rain, so I didn’t hold out that much
hope that the weather would be kind for
our October ride to Mahia Peninsula. I
had taken a ride to Palmerston North the
previous day and it was awful. Not only
would I be riding uphill all the way, but I
would also be beating into the southwesterly gale. This was certainly the case,
compounded by the fact that I was riding
my trusty 49 year-old R60, struggling at
times to maintain 100 km/h plus and
having to revert to third gear for a couple
of the hills.

Ride Leader Don Cross shepherds his tour members towards the Weta Cave
President Peter joining
us from
Masterton. We had arranged meeting
points in Palmerston North and Levin for a
final briefing point in Otaki and a brief ride
to Mana to meet Wellington riders.
Dave Oldershaw would lead us into
Wellington with a regroup at Te Papa.
A scenic ride around Oriental Parade
showed how many Wellingtonians were
out enjoying the sunshine and views. One
female jogger was noticed by most males
as it seemed she had little control of
certain body parts that looked like they
were about to part company with the rest
of her.
We arrived at the California Garden
Centre for lunch at the Times Media Café
and then departed in time for our 1.00 pm
tour.
Our tour guide was a very engaging
South African called Matt. We were told
no cell phones or cameras and no
bmw owners register newsletter

touching exhibits. Matt was in charge of
weapon production at Weta and showed
us how things were made from initial
drawings through to the finished articles.
The attention to detail was amazing. The
production of chainmail body armour
required joining millions of rings that
resulted in the staff loosing the skin off
their fingers with the result they had no
fingerprints left. A discarded motherboard
from a computer was painted to resemble
a city and used for overviews.
The use of silicone to build muscle tissue
that moved just like human flesh is how
the actors were made up for the filming.
This could mean an actor would spend 10
hours in makeup.
While at the start of the tour we were told
no touching however we were allowed to
handle the chainmail and the silicone
body parts.
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As it so often does, Sunday dawned
brightly with no wind and as stunning as
Hawke’s Bay can so often be. A small
band of riders gathered at the BP in Bay
View, north of Napier with a nice
assortment of bikes, including Peter
Chang’s K75, a couple of R bikes, an
F650, a V Strom and my old R60. The ride
north is real motorcycling country,
winding its way along north the coast, at
times heading inland, but always winding,
never boring and at times a challenge to
ride well.
We had agreed to stop at Café 287 (2.87
km from the beginning of the road) for
morning coffee and arrived in good time,
had a bit of a break and motored on after
relishing the sun outside on the deck.
Robert and Carole Pearce made good
time, as we continued north, through
Wairoa and on to the peninsula. The
scenery is stunning as you skirt the coast,
with Mahia village still the sleepy
settlement it has been for so long. That
includes the pub, which offered a
reasonable range on its lunch menu. After
a yarn with some local riders out for their
Sunday ride – on Harleys of course – it
was time to head home again, the same
way, but never boring. The riders, Barbara
and Les Ennor, Robert and Carol Pearce,
Duncan Kirk, Peter Chang and I got back
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East Coast members on the way home,
south of Mahia Peninsula, with the Les and
Barbara Ennor, Peter Chang, Robert Pearce
and Duncan Kirk's back
home safely and certainly enjoyed the
day. By Monday the weather had turned
nasty again.
Folker Liebenow

wellington
I woke up pretty early for a Sunday,
opened the curtains and saw sunlight, a
pleasant change from recent days and
perfect bike weather. Our October
Wellington ride partnered up with the
Rangitikei group’s ride south, with the
Weta workshop as our destination. And
we’d already signed up for the tour –
thanks Don for organising that!
After breakfast, engine oiling, tyre
pumping and suspension adjusting,
Denise and I left Petone early enough to
meet the scheduled meeting time (a wee
bit of debate about that but I insisted that
I had seen the time 10:30 somewhere in
the emails - too proud to check though.)
So we took the SH58 route, reasonably
light traffic and we arrived at BP Mana at
10:10 to find the forecourt full of patched
bikers on non-BMW machines. Then
spotted Dave from Newlands over in the
place we normally park up.
Then another couple of Daves turned up
and confirmed that the meeting time was
actually 11:00, so enough time for
another coffee then. We had a pleasant
time waiting around talking in the sun,
and then the group from Rangitikei rolled
in with immaculate timing; 11:00 on the
dot.
bmw owners register newsletter

After the obligatory briefing we left for
Wellington – nothing to report here, the
traffic flow was rather sedate compared to
weekdays, and no lane splitting required
at all.
Oriental Parade was rather busy though,
it’s a popular place on a sunny day. We
arrived at our destination for a quick bite
at the California Garden Centre Café, then
off 200 metres down the road to the Weta
Workshop, where some members got to
have photos taken among the troll
statues, and one or two were seen
discovering what trolls wear under their
kilts.

though, in the sense that a few riders
came along from outside the Nelson
region.
Pat Towse from North Canterbury on his
F800GS, who was in the area decided to
join us. Then there were Ross Williams
and his partner Sally and Peter Hadfield

photo archives
Got photos? The
BMWOR maintains
photo albums as a
record of the social
fabric
of
our
community.

Then our tour guide, Matt Hopkins,
gathered us up for the tour through their
facility, covering the processes involved
in making the props and prosthetics we
see in the movies – there was a lot to see,
including items from District 9 and LOTR.
Matt is very passionate about his job as
one of the special effects department
technicians and obviously has fun
showing part of his world to tour groups. I
would recommend checking it out if you
get the chance.

We welcome all
photos (electronic or
printed) of members and events, in
particular from 1999 onwards, for the
Register’s photo archives.

Thanks to all involved with organising this
ride, we had a great time.

How can I send photos?

Please include the DATE, the PLACE
and the NAMES of any people in the
photograph.

You can digitalise your old photographs
(present pictures are fine too!) and
email them to pauledlington@xtra.co.nz
or hard copies of photos can be sent to:

Roy Carr

nelson
It was another stunning day, albeit a bit
cold, for our September ride to Penzance.
It’s almost to the day when we did this trip
a year ago and here we are, back to
reminisce and enjoy the ride again.
Nigel, Gretchen, Tony, Steve, Shep, Mark,
Peter (from the Marlborough Sounds) and
Sue and I had some “extras” this time
9

4/774 Beach Road
Browns Bay
Auckland 0630
Hard copies will be returned if a selfaddressed, postage paid envelope is
included with the original.
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At 10:00 am we hit the road with folks
who were adamant they knew the way to
Kopara. A short stop just out of Stillwater
to confirm the route was a good move for
the considered amongst us, but yours
truly knew better punching Kopara, which
incidentally means bellbird in Maori, into
the trusty GPS. Fifty kilometres later got
me thinking “What the hell?”, and it
dawned on me we were heading to
Kopara near Gerald ine. The rest of the
crew had found their way to the black
powder shoot range, opposite the village.
We arrived 30-40 minutes later, richer for
the experience.

Nelson picnic lunch at Penzance
and his partner from Marlborough.
Special guests were Stu Burrows and
Alan Stevens from Kaikoura. Both decided
to come for a ride to Penzance as they
had never been there.
We converged at the Forester’s Café (at
the bottom of the Rai Saddle) for coffees
and treats, before the riders from Nelson
and Kaikoura headed to our destination
and the Marlborough crowd headed
home, as all of them had been to
Penzance before.
This is a spectacular ride through
farmland and onto what amounts to a
sealed gravel road. By that I mean the
cambers and inclines are unaltered from
the original gravel road. This makes for an
exciting ride, testing rider and bike, and
pillion says Sue. There is much of the
original native bush with rimu and native
Clematis (Gretchen tested us on this).
Given the concentration required to ride,
the beauty of the surroundings was
appreciated more on the way home after
a picnic lunch and the usual chinwag.
With so many great rides close to Nelson
it is hard to pick a favourite - but
Penzance is up there!
Revti Verma

canterbury
The opportunity to discover Kopara
village and the black powder shooters was
taken up by a handful of hardy souls from
the Canterbury group.
We assembled at Springfield midmorning in warming sunshine to run an
eye over Rob Newton’s new mount, a
Kawasaki ZX14, resplendent in black with
green highlights. It sounds beautiful and
has more pull than a school boy’s dorm.
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Peter Bath, Rob Newton and Richard
Gallagher came for a day ride, turning back
after our lunch stop at the Station Café at
Lake Brunner.
Having blown a rear wheel bearing,
Jacqui and Leigh Richardson followed in
their car with Jeff on his 1200 GS and
Geoff on his F650/800 plus Lex and
myself on the Adventure. We managed to
negotiate Porters Pass in concert with a
solo performance from the ZX14 which
with the Brothers composite exhaust
goes like a scalded cat and sounds
awesome!
Riding through Arthurs Pass and down
past the Jackson Hotel we encountered a
bit of late spring snow on the ground,
which focused the mind. We stopped at
the turn off to Lake Brunner so the
stragglers could catch up before heading
to the café for lunch.
After lunch, a few of us motored up the
coast to Punakaiki for an ice cream before
riding to the Aachen Motel, which was
our place of residence for the night and a
couple of doors down from the Recreation
Hotel where we enjoyed dinner followed
by the All Blacks v Springboks test. The
current owner of the ‘Rec’ has spent in
excess of $1m refurbishing the sports bar
and restaurant to a ‘big city’ standard.
We made a point of congratulating the
chef before leaving – the meals were as
good, if not better, than any we had tasted
in some restaurants around New Zealand.
We would definitely recommend this
place.
After a quick word to the owner before
leaving in the evening, he invited us down
for breakfast and to watch the Americas
Cup. Again, the food was delicious, and
we had the sports bar to ourselves!
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Kopara Village was established in 1931
as a sawmill to log native white pine for
butter boxes that were destined for the
European markets. The Kopara Mill
changed its focus over the years and
started logging native rimu trees for the
booming building industry. In the mills
heyday the village had its own post office
and library. Soon a local school was
established next to the mill and was
named the Haupiri School, which had as
many as 30 pupils at one time. In the late
1960s the milling operation was moved
to Ngahere and in 1974 the Kopara mill
finally closed.
Today, Kopara village is used as
backpacker accommodation for people
that love the great outdoors and are
interested in fishing, hunting, trekking,
mountain biking, 4 wheel driving,
shooting, photography and boating. The
accommodation is rustic with lots of
character and many of the old mills
buildings are still visible, but in a much
reduced
state.
The
village
can
comfortably accommodate up to 25
people at a time.
Many groups and clubs have used, and
continue to use, the village's various
facilities, including automobile and
vintage motorcycle clubs. It is also the
home of the West Coast Muzzle Loaders
club that regularly dress up in costume
and shoot old style flintlock and
percussion rifles in the best bush ranges
in the country.
They have a perfect set up for their firing/
target range, with a small three sided
bush lined ravine that encloses all shots
and also acts as a sound barrier to other
properties in the vicinity.
Three of our party, one being Lex, had the
opportunity to fire one of these black
powder rifles. There is no comparison
between firing a modern shotgun with
one of these. The trigger is extremely
sensitive, so once the safety has been
released, the slightest touch of the trigger
is all that is required to fire. Also, there is
no recoil, as with a standard shotgun – so
from a female point of view, a lot easier on
the shoulder! The rifles were loaded by a
member of the club as we watched on
(from a distance!) as apart from the
gunpowder being extremely volatile, the
november 2013

whole loading of the rifle requires extreme
care and precision. These guys have
been doing it for years – it is not a job for
an amateur! It was very interesting to
watch nevertheless.
Black powder is made up of potassium
nitrate (also known as saltpetre – found in
cigarettes), charcoal and sulphur. While
these ingredients are not combustible
separately, when combined they become
highly volatile and must therefore be
stored and treated as highly explosive. We
were regaled with a couple of stories
(from overseas I may add) of entire
storage sheds exploding.
During our discussions with the muzzle
loaders we learnt about the back roads
and tracks that litter the area, hundreds
of kilometres they say. Sounded so
appealing we will head back to Kopara
again.
Heading home we navigated our way
around the southern shores of Lake
Brunner (recommended route) and on to
the newly renovated Theatre Royal Hotel
at Kumara for a late lunch before riding
back over Arthurs Pass and on to
Christchurch and home. It was a great
weekend away, and many thanks to the
folks that came along.
Warren Taylor

bmw owners register newsletter
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BMW R nineT
words/photos: BMW Motorrad

The BMW R nineT, which has been
created
to
mark
“90 years
of
BMW Motorrad”, radiates purism and
power in undisguised form. It skilfully
blends the boxer engine’s rugged
character and the design traits of various
motorcycle eras with cutting-edge
technology and a modular concept that
offers the rider maximum scope for
personalisation. Strictly reduced to the
essentials, the BMW R nineT – or just
nineT for short – is made all the more
alluring by its hand-built feel and strong
emotional appeal.
The classic roadster bike is built to cater
to the many motorcycle enthusiasts who
yearn for unadulterated, stress-free riding
pleasure. When it came to developing the
design of the nineT in particular, terms
such as “puristic simplicity”, “emotion”
and “authentic, trad itional materials”
were also high on the list of priorities.
Styling cues from old-school motorcycle
manufacture are united with the very
latest drive and chassis components on
the nineT to produce a sensational
motorcycle that is just as adept at cruising
along serenely as it is at powering down
country roads.
Like the first ever BMW motorcycle from
1923 – the legendary BMW R 32 – the
new BMW R nineT is driven by the classic
flat twin boxer engine with its punchy
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response
from
standstill.
This
construction
principle
has
been
synonymous with unmistakable design,
abundant torque delivery and inimitable
acoustics for 90 years now. The nineT
employs the 1,170 cc air/oil-cooled boxer
unit. It produces 81 kW (110 hp) at
7,750 rpm and musters up a maximum
torque of 119 Nm (88 lb-ft) at 6,000 rpm.
The nineT pools together the genes from
90 years of BMW Motorrad and its unique
concept has been designed to keep
customisation fans happy. During each
stage of development, the focus was very
much placed on enabling riders to tailor it
to their personal preferences in a variety
of ways. The choice of modifications
ranges from BMW Motorrad genuine
accessories to custom-made add-on or
accessory
parts
from
specialist
customisers, making it possible to create
a truly unique machine.
The high scope for customisation offered
by the nineT is down in no small part to its
special frame concept. The tubular steel
spaceframe that was specially developed
for the nineT incorporates the boxer
engine as a load-bearing element. The
frame’s basic construction consists of a
front frame section with integral steering
head and a rear section with swingarm
mounting.
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The removable pillion frame allows the
nineT to carry a passenger or to be set up
for just a solo rider, when it cuts a truly
stylish figure. Together with the
aluminium tail cover available as a special
accessory, this injects the nineT with a
striking solo character that is reminiscent
of the early café racers.
The exhaust system that runs down the
left-hand side with two silencers placed
one above the other is fully in keeping
with the concept of a classic sporty
roadster. There is room for customisation
here too, courtesy of the BMW Motorrad
accessory range. Adding a real touch of
technical finesse to the nineT, for
instance, is the Akrapovic unit made of
titanium. By fitting a short or long
connecting pipe, the silencer can
furthermore be mounted in either a
lowered or a raised position, radically
altering the appearance and character of
the nineT.
The telelever usually fitted on the boxer
models from BMW Motorrad has been
replaced on the BMW R nineT by an
upside-down telescopic fork borrowed
from the S 1000 RR superbike, resulting
in a distinctly classic look paired with
absolutely top-class engineering. The
rear suspension employs the paralever
single-sided swingarm in conjunction
with a central spring strut.
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The housing for the rear axle drive
includes three mounting points that can
be used to attach a bracket for
positioning the licence plate and light
unit on one side, for instance. What’s
more, the swingarm on the nineT is
designed in such a way that a 17-inch
wheel with a width of 6 inches can be
fitted instead of the standard 5.5-inchwide version.
Designed as an out-and-out roadster, the
nineT follows in the tyre tracks of role
models from the past by featuring wirespoke wheels with black anodised alloy,
non-flanged rims, black aluminium hubs
and stainless steel spokes. Radial 4piston monoblock brake callipers work in
unison with floating 320 millimetre brake
discs and BMW Motorrad ABS to provide
sure stopping power.
One of the overriding design objectives
was to reduce the bodywork as far as
possible in order to achieve a puristic look.
The attention to detail that consistently
infused the work of the designers and
engineers on the nineT is a further
attribute that shines through over and
over again.

The sides of the 17-litre aluminium tank
have been painstakingly brushed by hand
and then coated. The aluminium plate
with embossed nineT lettering on the
right above the air intake duct is likewise
befitting of the bike’s hand-built feel.
The surfaces of many forged aluminium
parts, including the yokes and the
handlebar
clamp
bracket
with
BMW Motorrad lettering, have been glass
bead-blasted and then given a natural
anodised finish. The circular headlamp
with the BMW emblem in the centre of
the bulb cover pays homage to various
role
models
from
90 years
of
BMW Motorrad.
A classic black storm metallic paint finish
with contrasting silver and metallic
highlights was chosen to match the
character of the nineT.
The bike’s electrical system has been
specially configured for greater technical
flexibility,
thereby
facilitating
the
installation of alternative electrical
components, such as headlights or turn
indicators.

Highlights:
♦
♦

Puristic design.

♦

Air/oil-cooled twin-cylinder boxer
engine with a displacement of
1,170 cc. Output 81 kW (110 hp)
at 7,750 rpm, maximum torque
119 Nm (88 lb-ft) at 6,000 rpm.

♦
♦

Ideally suited to customisation.

♦

Classic wheel suspension
concept using high-quality
upside-down telescopic fork at
the front and paralever at the rear.

♦

Exhaust system with two silencers
on the left-hand side, with
variation options.

♦

Traditional wire-spoke wheels
with black rims and hubs.

♦

Radial 4-piston monoblock brake
callipers, steel-braided brake
lines and floating 320 mm brake
discs.

♦

Model plate riveted onto steering
head in classic BMW Motorrad
style.

♦

Bespoke range of special
accessories made to
BMW Motorrad’s customary high
standards of quality.

Hand-built feel of the
workmanship.

Modular frame concept with
removable pillion frame and frame
end-piece.

R1200 GS Adventure
words/photos: BMW Motorrad
The new R 1200 GS Adventure builds on
the dynamic performance characteristics
and excellent off-road and touring
capabilities of the R 1200 GS to provide
the
new,
ultimate
solution
for
globetrotters,
adventure
travel
aficionados and touring riders with a
passion for off-road action.
The
new
R 1200 GS Adventure
is
powered by the same spirited liquidcooled boxer engine featured on the
R 1200 GS, with a displacement of
1,170 cc and an output of 92 kW (125 hp)
at 7,750 rpm. The stand-out feature of
the power unit – introduced last year after
being newly developed for the R 1200 GS
– is the new precision cooling system
which uses water instead of oil as a
cooling agent. Also new is the engine’s
through-flow, which is now vertical for
even more efficient power output, as well
as the six-speed gearbox that is
integrated into the engine housing along
with the wet clutch. For the first time on a
BMW production
motorcycle,
the
bmw owners register newsletter

maintenance-free cardan-shaft drive is
now positioned on the left-hand side.
With the aim of further improving the
rideability of the R 1200 GS Adventure,
especially on off-road terrain, the drive’s
flywheel mass has been increased by
around 950 grams and an extra vibration
damper has been incorporated into the
powertrain.
The
big
BMW GS Adventure
is
something of an icon amongst largecapacity adventure bikes and is the top
choice for world travellers on longdistance tours, even to the remotest
regions of the planet. No matter whether
it is negotiating tarmac roads, gravel
tracks or rough terrain, the large-capacity
GS Adventure gets its riders safely to
their destination. This both compelled
and inspired BMW Motorrad to make the
new R 1200 GS Adventure even better in
every way.
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Like the R 1200 GS, the Adventure is also
built around a robust and torsionally
resistant tubular steel spaceframe.
However, it has a larger 30-litre tank
(10 litres more than on the R 1200 GS) to
allow for an increased range, while the
fuel tank itself is now made from
lightweight
aluminium.
The
R 1200 GS Adventure already comes
equipped as standard with ABS,
Automatic Stability Control (ASC), as well
as the two riding modes “Rain” and
“Road”, which enable the riding
characteristics to be adapted to most
road conditions. This further enhances
the range of use of the new
R 1200 GS Adventure considerably, at
the same time as providing a significant
safety boost on slippery surfaces in
particular.
Three further riding modes can be added
by ordering the optional Riding mode Pro
feature, which is accompanied by the
Enduro ABS and Enduro ASC add-ons for
november 2013

off-road riding. The three extra riding
modes Dynamic, Enduro and Enduro Pro
(which can be activated with a coding
plug) make it possible to adjust the
settings of both ASC and ABS and, if
fitted, the semi-active suspension
Dynamic ESA (Electronic Suspension
Adjustment) to suit the specific
requirements of off-road operation.
Besides new bodywork styling with even
more masculine flair, the globetrotting
abilities and greater off-road expertise of
the new R 1200 GS Adventure are clearly
brought to the fore by a new chassis setup with a further 20 millimetres of
suspension travel, increased ground
clearance and a trailing arm with modified
geometry for even better handling. A
larger windshield with convenient hand-
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wheel adjustment, additional air flaps as
well as hand protectors greatly increase
wind and weather protection. Wide off
road foot pegs, adjustable, reinforced
foot-operated levers and completely
restyled bodywork add the finishing
touches to the look of the new
R 1200 GS Adventure.
Highlights
of
the
BMW R 1200 GS Adventure:
•

new

Based on the same versatile
overall concept as the R 1200 GS,
with spirited twin-cylinder boxer
engine and agile chassis, but with
enhanced off-road prowess and
globetrotting abilities.
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•

Increased flywheel mass and
additional vibration damper for
even smoother running and
superior rideability.

•

Suspension travel 20 millimetres
longer at front and rear compared
to R 1200 GS.

•

10 millimetres more ground
clearance than predecessor.

•

Modified geometry of trailing arm
for even sharper handling.

•

Completely restyled bodywork in
distinctly robust and masculine
GS Adventure design.

•

30-litre fuel tank with similar range
to predecessor.
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•

ABS, ASC and two riding modes
as standard.

•

Three further riding modes
available as an ex-works option.

•

Semi-active suspension
Dynamic ESA (Electronic
Suspension Adjustment) available
as an ex-works option.

•

More comfortable, tilt-adjustable
seat.

•

Large, adjustable windshield and
air flaps.

•

Wide off road footrests.

•

Adjustable, reinforced footoperated levers.

•

Robust engine and tank protection
bar.

•

Wide range of special accessories
and optional extras available exworks.
Key differences at a glance:
Adventure

Tank capacity: 30 litres

R 1200 GS
20 litres

Spring travel
front / rear: 210/220 mm 190/200 mm
Seat height: 890/910 mm 850/870 mm
Weight
(tank 90%):

260 kg

238 kg

Max. load:

220 kg

212 kg

Lenght:

2,255 mm

2,207 mm

Width:

980mm

953 mm

Fuel consumption
(90/120 km): 4.3/5.9 L

4.1/5.5 L

wanganui’s
motorcycle
awareness day
words/photos: Lance Nixon
On 28 September, eight motorcycle
groups in Wanganui came together in the
Memorial Hall to display their bikes.
Nearly seventy bikes were on show,
representing the variety of machines from
many and varied motorcycle interest
groups. There were trade exhibits and, of
course, a promo for the Cemetery Circuit
racing held on Boxing Day. St Johns was
on hand to demonstrate the safe removal
of helmets, should the public ever come
across the need to a assist an injured
biker. The public was asked for a gold
coin donation, and the proceeds went to
St John.
The Register was represented by bikes
owned by Neville P, Barry H (who provided
2) and Mike D.
There was a scooter awareness stand,
where the public could try to spot the
faults in a 50 cc Suzuki scooter. With a
little prompting they found them all.
Hopefully they will be more critical when
considering a scooter as a means of
cheap transport. Let’s hope the message
about suitable clothing also stuck.

Barry spent all day “manning” the
BMWOR exhibit, which went well beyond
the call of duty.
The day was a dream come true for the
organiser, Barry Schipp, President of
Triumph Owners Motorcycle Club. There
was valuable support from Horizons
Wanganui,
ACC
Wanganui
and
Wanganui’s biking community.
Left to right: A 1200GS (Mike D), an R65
(Barry H), a Husqvana (Barry H) and an F800
(Neville P) on display under the BMWOR
banner.

Barry Hawthorn (centre) explains the finer
point of BMW motorcycles to a member of
the public

To make sure we were visible, Secretary
Dave send us a banner that was put up on
the wall, and he provided us with cards as
handouts that tell some of the BMW story.

BOB & MAXINE’S BACKPACKERS
20 PATON PL (OFF ORAKA ST AT START OF THE MILFORD RD), TE ANAU
The best backpackers in Te Anau
Superb views of Mt Luxmore

Phone (03) 249 7429 or email bob.anderson@woosh.co.nz

3 bedrooms with 6 bunks each
BMWOR price $30 per person
1 twin room with ensuite
BMWOR price $80
2 high class double rooms sharing a
bathroom
BMWOR price $94
Big, fully equipped kitchen, huge
common room with satellite TV and
log burner,
Wifi now included in the tariff
Heat pumps supporting the log
burner
Owners long time BMWOR members
Garage for bikes available on request
bmw owners register newsletter
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2014 Annual Rally Programme
FRIDAY 17th
1.30-6.30 pm – Registrations
4.30 pm – Pilates/Drinks/Gear
Shop, Archives desks open
5.30 pm – Brief Motorcycle
Accident First Aid demo
6.30 pm – Welcome/Dinner/Ride
Promos and selection

SATURDAY 18th
7.30-8.30
am
–
Registration desk open

Breakfast/

8.30 am – Official Opening/Official
Group Rally Photo/Ride Briefing
9.00 am – Concours de Elegance
9.30 am – Ride Briefing/Departures
Golden Bay/St Arnaud/Gravel
10.00 am – Planned non-riding
activities/Suit yourself activities
4.00-5.00 pm – Ride returns

MONDAY 20th
7.30-8.30 am – Breakfast/Farewells
9.00 am – Venue closed

5.00 pm – Gear Shop Open/Pilates/
Drinks/Rides Slide Show
6.30 pm – Rally Dinner/Raffle/
Awards

SUNDAY 19th
7.30-8.30 am – Breakfast
8.30 am – Briefing
9.00 am – Gymkhana
11.00 am – Ride Briefings/
Departures Marahau/History Ride/
Gravel
4.00 pm – Ride returns
4.30 pm – Pilates/Drinks/Gear
Shop/Rides Slide Show
5.00 pm – AGM
6.30 pm – BBQ Dinner/Prizes
Whangamomona Hotel

OTHER INFO
Pilates – Revti’s specialty, designed to unknot the body after a ride.
First Aid Demo – Kathy from Red Cross will give a brief demonstration on what to do as a first aider at a motorcycle accident.
No charge to the Register but donations gratefully accepted.
Non-ride activities – Walk up to the Centre of NZ, Founders Park for look and coffee, possibly Saturday Market, possibly visit
to WOW/Car Museum, possibly Sturgess Motorcycle Collection.
Slide show – we are planning to set up a slide show of photos riders have taken on the rides.

bmw owners register newsletter
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there’s a
beemer in our
suburb
words: Dave Morris
There’s a Beemer in our ‘burb; I heard it
just today,
Out walking with the dog, it sounded not
too far away.
Though I never actually saw it, I know the
sound so dear,
Two horizontal cylinders; - harmonious to
the ear.
I thought I had the only one to grace our
lovely street,
I love their sleek design and very comfy
seat.
Looks like I have to share the pride, that
comes with owning one,
She’ll find my place and ask me, to join
her in some fun.
Well now it’s been two drawn out months
and the boxer’s not been heard,
I know I heard it purring – the contrary is
absurd.
It’s no screaming two stoke engine that
sounds just like bee,
So I will just have to wait;
And watch;
And see.

agm remit
The following remit is proposed to amend
the BMWOR constitution at the next
AGM to satisfy the IRD that we are indeed
a non-profit organisation despite being an
Incorporated Society.
1.
That Rule 8 (vi), which currently
reads: “Should the BMWOR of NZ Inc.
cease to exist, the funds shall be donated
to
the
Intellectually
Handicapped
Children’s Society’s Inc.” be amended to
read: “Should the BMWOR of NZ Inc.
cease to exist the funds remaining after
the satisfaction of all its debts and
liabilities, the funds shall not be paid to or
distributed among the members of the
Register but shall be donated to the
Intellectually Handicapped Children’s
Society’s Inc.”
2.
That a new rule be inserted as Rule
8 (vii) that states: “No member, or any
person associated with a member, shall
bmw owners register newsletter

participate in or materially influence any
decision made by the Register in respect
of the payment to, or on behalf of, that
member or associated person of any
income,
benefit,
or
advantage
whatsoever. Any such payment shall be
reasonable and relative to that which
would be paid in an arm’s length
transaction (being the open market
value). The provisions and effect of this
clause shall not be removed from this
document, and shall be included and
implied into any document replacing this
document.”
3.
That Sub rule 1 of Rule 8, which
currently reads: “The Society shall
operate a banking account with a trading
bank within New Zealand. All monies
received by the Society and all monies
paid out by the Society shall pass through
the Society’s banking account.” be
17

amended to read: “The Society shall
operate a banking account with a trading
bank within New Zealand. All monies
received by the Society and all monies
paid out by the Society shall pass through
the Society’s banking account. No private
pecuniary profit shall be made by any
member of the Register, except that any
member may receive full reimbursement
for all expenses properly incurred by that
member in connection with the affairs of
the Register.”
4.
That a new rule be inserted as Rule
10 (iii) that states: “No addition to or
alteration of the aims/objectives, payment
to members clause or the winding-up
clause shall be approved without the
approval of Inland Revenue. The
provisions and effect of this clause shall
not be removed from this document and
shall be included and implied into any
replacement of this document.”
november 2013

business

Inc Societies office advising of
change of AGM date.

Minutes of the BMWOR Executive
meeting held from 11:00 am on Saturday
12 October 2013 at 11 Caulfield Place,
Palmerston North.

Membership report: David Oldershaw
has been working with the Membership
Secretary to review the membership
database with the objective of improving
its effectiveness. David reported that
“there is little documentation on how to
operate the database, consequently
causing issues when a new person takes
over the position of Membership
Secretary. It is my intention to develop
appropriate documentation.

♦

Present: Peter Tibbs (President), David
Thomson (Secretary), Folker Liebenow
(Membership Secretary), Robin Wood
(Treasurer), Garry Williams (Editor) by
Skype and visitor David Oldershaw
(Wellington Area Rep).
Apologies: Nil.
Minutes of Executive Meeting 25 May
2013: Confirmed as a true and correct
record (Thomson/Liebenow)
Matters Arising:
Contact with Bike NZ for specialist
motorcycle
marshal
skills
and
qualifications. The Secretary reported
that this matter will not be proceeded
with at this stage. Interested parties will
have the opportunity of meeting up at the
next NZ Cycle Classic in January 2014 to
seek common ground. Currently our
contact at Bike NZ has bigger plans than
we believe we can ask our membership to
meet with regard to their personal time.
Member Dave Morris has volunteered to
gather information from BMWOR records
and archives to provide sufficient material
for the creation of an Anniversary Book.
His role is to gather information and then
report back.
The Area Rep Handbook project is now
completed. Thanks to Robin Wood for
managing the various inputs that have
gone in to production of the handbook.
Correspondence:
Inwards:

♦
InterIslander Group Rates through
to Dec 2014
NZ Post advising of new mail
delivery expectations

♦

♦
IRD advising of our new IRD
number
♦
IRD letters (7) asking for
completion of overdue IRD Returns 2007
to 2013
Registrar of Incorporated Societies
reminding the club that the annual
accounts are due following our expected
October AGM

♦

Various
international
motorcycle club magazines.

♦

BMW

Outwards:

The database contains all records from its
inception in one place, which makes the
database too big for daily operations.
Records will be backed up and split to
archive old records. The database used in
day to day operations should then contain
only current members.
The database tables need to be
developed to provide easier data
extracting of data and reports are to be
developed to enable better reporting of
membership information. At present a
large number of reports do not work. A
number of new queries will be developed
to support reports.
A fault in the label programme need fixing
and a mail merge programme will be
written to enable individual invoices to be
printed for each member at renewal time.
This is a reasonable size job but one that I
am able to do.”
President Peter expressed thanks to
David for assisting Folker with the above
work.
Following discussion, the Executive
agreed that once an invoicing system was
in place, renewal invoices would be
posted direct to members rather than
having general notices included with the
newsletter.
President Peter asked that the changes to
the database include the automated
sending to Area Reps of all new member
details.
One month ago,
approximately 170
personalised letters were sent from the
President to members who had not
renewed subscriptions at that date. This
has resulted in 60 renewals from that
group to date, which is considered a good
result and confirms the need for a
personalised follow-up each year to
members who have not renewed their
membership.
Treasurer’s report: “I am pleased to
present to the Executive my report
outlining the financial position of the
organisation as at 30 September 2013.

♦
Request to InterIslander for new
group rates through to Dec 2014

Current financial matters:

♦
NZ
temporary
overseas

Tax Exemption Certificate - Remits
covering necessary amendments (as
outlined by IRD) to our Constitution have
been promulgated within the required

Post Redirection
Order
change while Secretary
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timeframe. We await for these to be
accepted by the members at the AGM to
be held in January. Once this has been
achieved we are able to apply to IRD for a
‘Not for Profit’ status and will
subsequently be issued with a RWT
Exemption Certificate. On presentation of
this Certificate to our bankers (TSB) we
will no longer have RWT tax deducted
from our interest earnings. I would like to
acknowledge the assistance and advice
given by the IRD in helping us navigate
through this process.
Term Deposit Maturities - All term
investments mature within the first
quarter of 2014 and will be dealt with as
cashflow dictates.
Debtors Due (Main A/c) - One
outstanding debtor. $385.00 ex Aon
Insurance received 4 October.
Annual
Statement
of
Financial
Position as at 30th June 2013 Currently under construction and will be
presented at the AGM in January.
Budget for Financial Year 2013/14 Preparation of budget yet to be
commenced as I am awaiting 2012/13
Statement of Financial Position to be
finalised.
Event Account - Income of $4,488.50 in
the finacial year to date relates to National
Rally registrations received. There has
also been a further $1,554.00 paid prior
to 30 June making total registrations for
the 2014 National Rally/AGM of
$6,042.00 received.
I table this report and move that it be
accepted as a true and correct record of
the current financial position of the
Register.” (Wood/Thomson)
Editor’s report: All advertisers are paid
to date except one. Two summer season
advertisers are on board again for this
season and the new BMW importer has
confirmed continuing advertising in the
newsletter. Advertising revenue will
possibly be better this coming year than
last year. We have 6 core advertisers
regularly supporting the club. Whilst the
Treasurer maintains our billing system it
is imperative that the new Editor
maintains the relationship with our
advertisers.
The December/January edition will be
Garry’s last, he is preparing a newsletter
that will include a highlight of the
publications he has been involved with.
Garry has now completed the guide on the
publishing process although at the
moment there is no firm indication of
anyone putting themselves forward as
Editor to take over.
At the conclusion of the December/
January committment, Garry will send all
equipment and records to President Peter
to be held for an incoming new Editor to
take control of. As Garry will be overseas
november 2013

NZ Cycle Classic 2014:
Robin Wood has a good list of volunteers
for motorcycle marshalling, coming from
as far south as Dunedin and as far north
as Auckland. Still room for a couple more.
AGM 2014
Venue at the annual rally has been
arranged. Remits close with the Secretary
on 20 October. Figures to establish the
required quorum number will be obtained
from Membership Secretary as at 31
December.
Discussion on filling the vacant office
holder positions at the AGM. Expressions
of interest have been called for in recent
newsletters, and President Peter has
been discussing with individual members
who have come to his notice in regard to
each position. There are no firm
indications of intent at this point in time.
General business
A member asked if the club was putting in
a submission on the proposed ACC Levy
changes, which reduce most motor
vehicle levies but not for motorcycles.
Submissions close this coming Tuesday.
It was agreed that whilst the club has not
taken a political stance in the recent past,
we would try and put in a submission
based on the recent BRONZ submission,
which is considered to be pertinent. Garry
Williams offered to do this work if his
work schedule permitted in the next two
days.

for the month of January, if the club has
no-one willing to take on the Editor’s role
by then, it will be the last newsletter
produced until a new Editor is found.
Gear Shop: Bruce Frost provided a
written report.
“There will be opportunity at the annual
rally in January for participants to
purchase club gear. The gear stock lists
are up to date, and Bruce Crowther has
recently updated the shop gear
information on the website. Sales have
been slow over the winter months, which
is probably a reflection on the activity
level of the membership during this
period.”

North Island RAG Rally 2014:
We have received advice “at a distance”
that the usual venue might not be
available for next year. The Secretary has
sent off a request for a booking but to
date has not received a reply. To be
followed up urgently.
South Island RAG Rally 2013:
Was being organised by staff at the
previous Christchurch dealership (Jeff
Gray) but as the dealership has recently
changed, the organisation of the rally
appears to have come to a halt. No further
information available at this stage.

Discussion in general terms around
membership fees for the coming year.
The Executive is of the view that there
should not be an increase at this point in
time, but that there must be a way to use
a discount for prompt payment to help us
improve the renewal process. The
Treasurer is to complete his budget and
make his recommendation on fees.
It was agreed that the $6 per head
subsidy for Area Christmas functions
would apply for the 2013 season. Claims
to be submitted as one amount per Area,
at the rate of $6 per financial member
attending a formal BMWOR Area
Christmas function.
There was discussion and agreement on
member elevation to Life Membership.
Meeting closed: With no further
business the meeting closed at 1:20 pm.

Events
Annual Rally 2014:
Registrations are coming in. A good
range of bike types with several older
bikes noted as being in attendance. A
team of local members is assisting Sue
and Revti with the organisation.
The Secretary is to chase up awards he is
not currently in possession of.
bmw owners register newsletter
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Cyclespot Euro

Sales
Service
Parts & Accessories
Rider Equipment
Finance

The Ultimate
Riding Machine

CYCLESPOT EURO
NEW ZEALAND’S #1
BMW DEALER.
Cyclespot Euro offers sales and service of BMW motorcycles in the greater Auckland area. We stock a
comprehensive range of genuine BMW accessories and BMW rider wear. Whether you are an adventure rider,
commuter, learner, track day enthusiast or long-distance tourer, we happy to assist to make that ride even more
enjoyable. Drop into Cyclespot Euro in Takapuna today or visit cyclespoteuro.co.nz

STANDARD ON
ALL MODELS.

THE NEW R 1200 GS.
UNSTOPPABLE ENDURO.
55 Barrys Point Road, Takapuna, Auckland
Tel 09 486 3077 Email sales@cyclespoteuro.co.nz
Open 8.30 - 5.00 weekdays, 9.00 - 3.00 Saturdays
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JohnPlowright
Goss 027027
258
9812
Henry
433
0650

Henry Plowright 027 433 0650
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marketplace

Marketplace is a service for members of BMWOR of NZ. Advertisements will be
accepted from members, commercial traders and non-members when it is
considered in our members’ interest to do so. No charge is made for Marketplace
advertising. The Editor and Executive reserve the right to reject or modify any
advertisement considered inappropriate and take no responsibility for errors or
omissions, the quality of items, claims made, or for any transactions that ensue.
Advertisements run for 3 months from the date first published unless otherwise
arranged with the Editor.

bikes for sale _______________

for sale _____________________

R1200ST
(2007).
58,000
km.
Immaculate condition.
One
owner.
Full
service history by local
BMW
dealer.
Registered to 31/12/13, new WOF. Great
performer, wonderful for touring or sports
riding. Comes with BMW pannier cases
and top box. $16,500 ono. Contact Rob
on (03) 338 4378 or 021 709 529
(2)

BMW Savanna Gore-tex boots - euro
size 45, very good order, only used on
sealed roads. $250

R1150R
(2001).
35,000 miles. Black,
great
condition.
Serviced
at
appropriate intervals,
receipts available. Has
new front brake rotor, risers, lowered
pegs, Metzler Road Tech (near new) rear
tyre, new front. BMW fly screen, custom
seat, Givi rear rack with Motodry soft
panniers. 3 months registration and
current WOF. $7,500 ono. Contact Paul
on (03) 476 0414 or 027 960 3286
(2)
R1200S
(2007).
54,000
km.
Full
service history, oil
changed every 5,000.
Most mileage done
open road touring. Akrapovic muffler and
K&N air filter, both adding a notable boost
to mid range. Original BMW muffler is
included, also a Lindberg carbon fiber
huger. Ohlins front and rear suspension,
Metzeler 120/70/17 front and190/50/17
rear. $14,000. Contact Ken on 027 4314
010
(1)
R1100S
(1999).
49,000 km. Very good
condition.
Custom
Yellow with carbon
inserts. Custom rider
seat, Z-Tech titanium
exhaust with chip. Lots of polished alloy;
engine, driveshaft, forks and wheel rims.
Chrome valve covers. K&N air filter.
Matching panniers included. One of the
sportier S bikes around. Contact Michael
on (09) 372 8257 or 027 606 3789 or
(1)
email mmcguire@xtra.co.nz
F800S (2006). 20,000
km.
Silver,
great
condition. One owner.
Full service history.
Beautiful, smooth ride
with plenty of sports
performance - she’s a gem! Optioned
with ABS, heated grips and trip computer.
Includes BMW panniers, tank bag and
engine spoiler. $9,500. Contact Jo on
(03) 312 8204 or 027 241 0611
(1)
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MSR ISDE Gore-tex jacket - Adventure
riding gear, XL, red/grey, designed for the
6-day enduro. Armour shirt with back
protector/kidney belt. Fly moto-x pants
and knee guards. $300 the lot
BMW Kalahari pants - size 54, grey with
extra leather on knees, old but plenty of
life left, no Gore-tex liner. $50

Heidenau Adventure Motorcycle Tyres
- Full range. BMWOR members receive a
10% discount. Contact Allan or Andrea
on (03) 314 9947 or 027 487 6570 or
email info@citymotorcyclerentals.com

BMW Kalahari Gore-tex boots - size 46,
well used but still life left in them. $50
Corbin seat - R1200GS riders seat, very
good order. $300
Final drive for R1200GS, new main
bearing, unmarked. $1000
Contact Richard on 021 993 708 or email
richard.kuysten@hotmail.com
(3)
Metzler Tourance - tyres to suit R100
GS with 21/17" rims - front 90/90/21 rear
130/80/17, travelled only 600 km, still
have pimples. $200.00 for the pair.
Contact
Rob
Hargreaves
at
airheadrob@gmail.com or phone (09)
5338283
(2)

wanted ____________________
Tour Leader - for potential multi-day
rides on or off road either side of BMWOR
national events. Must have own bike,
excellent communication skills, practical
route planning ability, outstanding
navigation skills and loads of patience.
Interested? Give President Peter a call.

On occasion Star Insurance
sell parts from insurance wrecks
through Trade Me. Take a look at
the
Star
Insurance
website
www.starinsurance.co.nz
for
details.

touring ____________________
MOTORBIKE VENTURES INDOCHINA
“it’s not about the destination - it’s about
the ride to get there”
We arrange adventure rides in rural
Indochina for riders and pillions with a
sense of adventure!
We tour on 650cc Urals – a good solid
BMW copy with a classic feel of its own.
There are a number of options on our
website www.motorbikeventures.co.nz or
a custom made tour can be arranged.
Great deals on the price for groups of 10
or more. In 2014 we are starting a number
of short ride tours, these will be options of
12 – 14 days out of NZ with 7 days/6
nights on rides. Starting price for these
are $5,500pp with a payment plan option
available.
For full details Phone Chris or Ian on (03)
577 7238
mv_indochina@xtra.co.nz
E.
chrisdewagt@xtra.co.nz

or

We arrange private tours for up to 20
riders, get your own group together and
contact us for more information and tour
suggestions.
*Some meals self catering. *Airfares/ride
tour routes subject to change.

annual general meeting
For the first time in its history, the BMWOR’s Annual General Meeting (AGM) is
to be held as part of an Annual Rally.
The AGM for the 2012/2013 financial year will be held at 5:00 pm on 19 January
2014 at the Tahunanui Holiday Park Conference Centre in Nelson.
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area representatives
NORTHLAND
Iain (Mac) MacLean
027 237 8197
northland@bmwor.org.nz

BAY OF PLENTY
Peter Lyner
07 548 0506
bayofplenty@bmwor.org.nz

EAST COAST
Coordinator: John Wuts
06 844 4751
eastcoast@bmwor.org.nz

AUCKLAND
Terry Ellis-Smith
09 521 1465
auckland@bmwor.org.nz

Co Rep - Kevan O’Brien
07 312 5722

Ride Master: Dan Young
06 857 7058
diss1@vodafone.net.nz

WAIKATO
Mike Amphlett
07 849 2186
027 223 6649
waikato@bmwor.org.nz

TARANAKI
Colin Lister
06 756 8416
taranaki@bmwor.org.nz
RANGITIKEI
Lance Nixon
06 345 6607
rangitikei@bmwor.org.nz

WELLINGTON
Dave Oldershaw
04 477 6773
wellington@bmwor.org.nz

MARLBOROUGH
VACANT
marlborough@bmwor.org.nz
CANTERBURY
Warren Taylor & Alexis (Lex) Bone
03 313 0929
Warren 027 434 5122
Lex 027 256 0677
canterbury@bmwor.org.nz
OTAGO & SOUTHLAND
VACANT
otagosouthland@bmwor.org.nz

NELSON
Revti & Sue Verma
03 547 9897
nelson@bmwor.org.nz
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